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Abstract—Flight stabilizers for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) provide level flight and make the UAVs more reliable
and operational. In this paper a system identification process is
applied to flight data logs obtained from flight simulations and
a stabilizer system is designed using the dynamical model
obtained from system identification. Hardware-in-the-loop
testing was also performed on the flight stabilizer system
designed is also tested using a custom built moving platform in
the pitch and roll axis with actual flight sensors.
Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicle, UAV, flight
stabilizer, system identification, test platform, hardware-inthe-loop.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are one of the popular
topics in aeronautics, which have recently gained great
importance in both military and civil applications. They are
becoming more reachable because of the increasing
efficiency and reduced cost of the flight components such as
batteries, electric motors, and controlling boards. [1-2].
Autopilot systems are the major area of design for UAVs.
These systems perform autonomous flights for a desired
aerial vehicle and a flight mission can be done without
human input. Nowadays a UAV can also land and take off
automatically via an autopilot system [3].
Flight stabilizer is an important part of an autopilot
system. It corrects flight angle errors and allows the plane
perform a level flight. When a disturbance is applied to the
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aerial vehicle, flight stabilizer counteracts this effect and
provides a smoother flight pattern compared to manual
flight.
In this paper, we outline a system identification based
approach to building a flight stabilizer for a small fixed
winged UAV. First, flight data logs are collected for a
popular RC plane, namely PT-60, using the Xplane flight
simulator program. The Xplane software is very useful for
flight controller design for all kind of aircrafts. It is easy to
manipulate, a very realistic flight and also allows for the
alteration of various weather conditions. After logging the
flight data in Xplane, system identification is applied for
various input and output parameters of the flight data logs
using MATLAB [4]. Then a flight stabilizer control system
is designed using standard tuning methods on the
mathematical model identified for the RC plane. When the
design procedure is completed, an hardware-in-the-loop test
of the entire system is performed using a custom built
moving hardware platform and the results were found to be
satisfactory. The succeeding sections of the paper describe
these steps in detail.

II. DESIGN STAGES
A. Collecting flight data
For this stage, Xplane flight simulation program is used
for data logging in hardware in the loop mode (HIL). Firstly,
Xplane is set for data logging process. Then a PT-60 RC
plane is flown manually for a while. During flight, the
aircraft is forced for sharp maneuvers and bad weather
conditions are applied to the flight environment for more
reliable and realistic system identification results. When the
flight is completed, pulse width modulation (PWM) signal
values for control surfaces and attitude angles are recorded
to a log file as different columns. PWM signal values are
scaled from
to
interval automatically
by Xplane and attitude angles (roll, pitch, and yaw) are
recorded in degrees. PWM signals are recorded for aileron,
elevator, rudder control surfaces and throttle. The PT-60 test
aircraft used for this process is shown in Fig. 1. Overall data
logging setup with hardware in loop (HIL) system is shown
in Fig. 2. together with flight control units.

Output signals for input scaled PWM signals are shown in
Fig. 4.
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Figure 1: PT60 RC aircraft
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Figure 4: Output attitude signals

Transfer functions for the roll model R(s) and the pitch
model P(s) which were obtained by processing the inputoutput data through MATLAB System Identification
Toolbox are given below.

Figure 2: Overall flight data logging setup
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R(s) has 3 poles and 1 zero, P(s) has 3 poles and 2 zeros.
The structures of the models obtained are quite similar to
each other. Estimated output signals are obtained by using
input signals in Fig. 3. and R(s), P(s) transfer functions.
Estimated output pitch and roll angles are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Estimated output pitch and roll angles
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B. System identification
After collecting flight data, system identification is
applied around the zero point separately for specific input
and output signals by utilizing MATLAB [5-9]. The input
variables are chosen as the scaled aileron and elevator PWM
signals and the output variables are chosen as the roll and
pitch angles in degrees respectively. Rudder input scaled
PWM signal and yaw output angle were left out since they
are of less importance for a flight stabilizer and including
them would increase the system complexity unnecessarily.
Input scaled PWM signals are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Input scaled PWM signals
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Note that these signals are very similar to the output
signals shown in Fig. 4. This similarity confirms that system
identification process is completed correctly and the models
obtained are capable of capturing the flight dynamics
satisfactorily.
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Proportional and Integral constant for
are
0.468685 and 0.47825 respectively. For roll model P(s), the
PI compensator obtained is shown below.
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C. Designing a PID controller for the identified system
At this stage a PID controller is designed for each
identified system separately. MATLAB SISO Design Tool
is utilized for compensator design. According to the SISO
Design Tool, the optimum compensator solution is found to
be a PI controller for both the roll model R(s) and the pitch
model P(s).
For roll model R(s), the PI compensator obtained is
shown below.
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Figure 7: Step response for

III. TESTS
Proportional and Integral constant for
are
0.52003 and 0.3059 respectively.
Step responses for
and
are shown in
Fig. 6. and Fig.7. respectively. Although
gives
slower reaction than
, both compensators have
enough and realistic responses for step inputs. This situation
will be clearer by observing the flight test output signals in
the later sections.
At this point, a basic flight stabilizer system has been
designed and is ready to be used in flight tests.
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Designed system is tested with a moving hardware
platform in the pitch and roll axis with actual flight sensors
to form a complete testing environment [10-11].
Moving hardware platform includes two servos which
provide pitch and roll movements. Whole hardware platform
stabilize system is controlled by Ardupilot Mega
microcontroller board.
Ardupilot Mega has its own IMU and magnetometer
sensors. It also has open source libraries so it gives a chance
to developers to embed and test custom code. Xplane
simulation program sends attitude data to Ardupilot Mega
and then Ardupilot Mega calculates stabilizing responses
and sends them to Xplane back through a C# application.
Ardupilot Mega is commanded by a 2.4Ghz RC remote
controller. Xplane also sends attitude data to Arduino Mega
through another C# application. Servos are positioned to
pitch and roll angles by Arduino Mega. Ardupilot Mega is
attached to the surface of the platform. So, actual flight
sensors are used for the whole controlling mechanism.
Moving hardware platform system connections are shown in
Fig. 8.
The moving hardware platform has a limited operating
range, because all connected servos have angle position
limit and they cannot go further. Therefore the moving
hardware platform cannot do extreme movements such as a
barrel roll or a pitch circle. For this reason the flight tests
were not pushed to such limits.

Figure 6: Step response for

Figure 8: Moving hardware platform system connections
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The entire moving hardware platform is shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Moving hardware platform
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Custom PID controllers were designed and embedded to
Ardupilot Mega for pitch and roll axis. PID parameters are
taken from the previous section which includes PID
controller design for the identified system.

Figure 11: Input scaled PWM signals

IV. RESULTS
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PT-60 RC aircraft is simulated on Xplane with the
moving hardware platform and the flight results are
examined. During the simulation process, PID coefficients
are used which were designed separately for the transfer
functions identified for roll and pitch. Also, the error signal
(reference angle minus the pitch/roll angle) is scaled and
preprocessed before being fed to the PID controller. A
block diagram of the flight stabilizer feedback controlling
scheme is shown in Fig. 10. Reference inputs are assumed to
be zero because stabilizing means holding the aircraft at
zero pitch and zero roll degrees for level flight.
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Figure 12: Output attitude signals
As seen in the Fig.12. , the simulated aircraft tends to
reach zero pitch and roll. Zero level indicates the reference
angle for system (Fig. 10). Positive and negative peaks in
the output signals represent the moment that the RC remote
controller sticks were released. When sticks are released,
PID compensators are activated and the aircraft follows the
reference angle which is zero degrees.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Figure 10: Flight stabilizer feedback controlling scheme
Data logging process is enabled for the newly obtained
PID coefficients during flight tests with moving hardware
platform again. According to the data logs, input scaled
PWM signals are shown in Fig. 11. and output signals for
these input scaled PWM signals are shown in Fig. 12.

In this paper we outlined the design of a pitch and roll
stabilizer for a small fixed winged UAV using data obtained
from Xplane simulations. These data are processed by a
system identification process utilizing MATLAB and a
dynamical model of the pitch and yaw behaviors are
obtained. These models are used to construct PI controllers
for these axes, and hardware-in-the-loop simulations using a
custom two-degree-of-freedom moving platform confirm
that the designed controllers successfully return the plane to
a straight and level flight.
Simulated flight stabilizer can be used for a real flight
because whole tested flight stabilize system is based on
actual sensors which the moving hardware system platform
includes. Our future goal is to test this stabilizer for a real
flight. Another future goal is to design new autopilot

algorithms in which a plane can follow predefined
waypoints autonomously, and increasing autopilot system
reliability and performance.
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